• Development time -25% reduction of schedule plans (Fagan 1976) -Development timescales reduced 35% to 50% (Gilb 1993) • Quality improvement -AT&T ICIS project delivered with 10% of the defects experienced prior to inspections (Ebenau and Strauss 1994) • Productivity improvement -23% (Fagan 1976 -What are the important topics to discuss in software inspections training?
• Approach -Do a risk assessment to determine critical topics.
-Identify training elements that can serve as risk controls.
• Tools 
Summary Summary
• Software DFSS is not defined across industry.
-What belongs in a Software DFSS is being defined in practice.
• Software inspections have a role in Software DFSS, even though not found in traditional DFSS.
• Use Six Sigma tools to decide what to teach in your organization.
-Rational decision-making -Based on data you generate within your organization
